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Since I was young, my family has had books about war stowed throughout the house 

and camper. At the age of nine, I found myself reading my first “war book”- one that consisted of 

many different accounts of WW1. The pages were tattered, the spine was cracked beyond 

repair, and the cover was barely attached to the rest of the book. Since I read it as a child that 

first summer, barely able to comprehend the horrors it spoke of, I’ve reread it time and time 

again. So often, in fact, that the cover is long gone and a few of the pages are simply tucked 

into their proper spots, no longer bound. The Unwomanly Face of War, written by Svetlana 

Alexievich, is a book that will no doubt undergo the same wear and tear in my household, not 

only because of what a good “war book” it is, but because it speaks of such a different war than 

we’re used to reading about; The Unwomanly Face of War is a new war, despite the years that 

separate it from now.  

 

Throughout reading The Unwomanly Face of War I experienced a turmoil of emotions. 

As I mentioned previously, I’ve read books that consist of personal accounts of war before. 

When the books I’m so used to are from a man's perspective, from a “soldiers” perspective, 

though, it becomes much easier to disassociate the events discussed from those I’m familiar 

with in my lifetime. Although I have sympathy for the people and their stories, I never 

experienced empathy for them as they are so far removed from the trauma I’m even capable of 

imagining. What surprised me most about The Unwomanly Face of War was the empathy I 

experienced. Whether this is due to the fact that as a woman, I relate to the female perspective 

more, or simply because the stories told feel much rawer and relatable than those that purely 

consist of guns and death, I’m unsure. But some of the stories told struck chords deep within 

me, and I found myself thinking about them for weeks after reading (whether I wanted to or not). 



 

 

One of the accounts that disturbed me the greatest was amongst those that had 

originally been censored and omitted from the book. It speaks of women who had to sacrifice 

her own child in order to keep a group of 30 people alive (pg. xxxiv). I feel as though this story in 

itself sums up the true horrors women experienced in war, and the sacrifices the people were 

willing to make in order to survive. It goes against everything in a mothers nature to drown her 

own child, and the act is not only heartbreaking but so unnatural that it gave me chills. “The 

baby cried. The punitive forces were close… with dogs… if the dogs heard, we’d all be killed. 

The whole group- thirty of us… You understand?”  The account then described the mother 

lowering her baby into the water until there is no noise anymore. Although not graphic or entirely 

too violent, this story was one of the most morbid things I have ever read (and this is coming 

from somebody who watches horror movies and grew up reading R.L Stine and Stephen King 

religiously).  

 

As I read the novel, I was shocked time and time again by the number of women who felt 

the need or pressure to suppress their emotions while telling their tale of the war. Towards the 

beginning of the book, a quote from a women reads “But why me? You should talk to my 

husband, he likes to remember… The names of commanders, the generals, the numbers of 

units- he remembers everything. I don’t. I only remember what happened to me. My own war” 

(pg. 4). So many women have been silenced, have been made to feel as though their stories 

aren’t relevant to the “true” description of the war, and despite havings friends or husbands who 

underwent the same experiences, it seems as though many of those who spoke did so 

uncomfortably or with great hesitance, attempting to stick to cold hard facts. But facts are not 

what make The Unwomanly Face of War such a moving novel- the emotions within the 

accounts are. If I wanted to read about the facts of war, I could easily look up the statistics. 

Looking up emotions, on the other hand, is impossible. 



 

 

It sounds ironic, but a recurring theme throughout The Unwomanly Face of War is one of 

love, of tenderness and softness and femininity. I suppose most accounts of war must involve 

some form of love, as those fighting in it clearly love their country and/or their cause, but this 

book differed in the way that the women in it not only spoke of love for their country and 

comrades, but love for themselves and what they were capable of. Anastasia Leondiovna 

Zhardetskaya spoke of how its good her husband wasn’t home while she told her story, as “he 

knows I like to talk about our love… how I made my wedding dress out of bandages overnight. 

By myself. My friends and I spent a month collecting bandages. Trophy bandages… I had a real 

wedding dress! (...) My husband told me not to say a word about love- no, no, but to talk about 

war” (pg. 238). I found this mention to be especially important as in my opinion, part of war is 

love. It has to be. Why else would people fight, if not for such an overpowering emotion? 

 

A man's account of the war would never include how much he missed his long, braided 

hair or bag of makeup, or how the war was not prepared to clothe women properly. But those 

who offer up their stories in The Unwomanly Face of War described these things in such a way 

that is so familiar it’s almost shocking. “The girls arrived at school with long braids… with their 

hair done up… I also had braids around my head… but how could we wash it? Where to dry it? 

(...) Our commander, Marina Raskova, told us to cut off our braids. The girls cut them and 

wept.” Recalls Klavdia Terekhova, once an air force captain during the war (pg. 55). This 

seemingly minute detail is one of great importance, and although small mentions such as this 

one provide no statistical significance to the war, they add more depth to it than any fact about 

snipers or maps could. 

 

I remember when I was a child, my Opa told me a story about when he was in the war. 

He spoke of finding a sliver of soap and wrapping it up in his pocket to bring home to his 



 

mother, and how she sobbed tears of joy when he gave it to her at the train station. I couldn’t 

imagine a world without soap, such a simple luxury for many of us today. But that is why his 

story has stuck with me throughout the years, and that is why those in The Unwomanly Face of 

War will stick with me, as well. To be able to begin to understand war, truly understand it, I did 

not need to hear more about shooting guns, about jumping out of planes and digging trenches. I 

needed to hear about soap and makeup and long hair. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 


